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ABSTRACT 
Let {Gj}jej be a finite set of finitely generated subgroups of the multiplicative group of com- 
plex numbers C × . Write H= N j~ j  Gj. Let n be a positive integer and aija complex number for 
i = 1,..., n and j e J. Then there exists a set W with the following properties. The cardinality of W 
depends only on {Gj}jej and n. If, for each jeJ ,  a has a representation ct= ]~=1 aijgij in 
elements go of Gj, then a has a representation u = ~ = 1 Wkhk with Wk ~ IV, hk e H for k = 1 ..... n. 
The theorem in this note gives information on such representations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  J be a f inite set o f  e lements j .  G iven f initely generated subgroups  Gj of  
C × (the mult ip l icat ive group o f  the complex  numbers )  and posit ive integers 
n ( j )  cons ider  weighted sums 
n(j) 
aijgij 
i=1  
in e lements  gij of  Gj and with weights aij in C x. We say that  such sums are 
non-degenerate weighted representat ions if  they  have no van ish ing  subsum;  
namely  i f  
E aijgij~O 
i~ l  
for  all p roper  subsets IC  {1,2 . . . . .  n ( j )} .  It is conven ient  o deem two repre- 
sentat ions  Y. aijgu and ~ a:jgb to  be distinct unless the unordered  n ( j ) - tup les  
( .... ai:gij . . . .  ) and ( . . . .  abg:: . . . .  ) coincide.  
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Further, we say that a weighted sum 
wkhk 
k=l  
is a contraction of ~ aijgij if there is a partition (11 ..... In) of {1,2 ..... n(j)} 
and 
wkh k= ~ aijgij for k= 1,2,. . . ,m. 
i6 l  k 
We rely on the following Lemma and will extend its Corollary: 
LEMMA (Evertse and Gy6ry [2]). Let G be a finitely generated subgroup o f  
C x and let n be aposit ive integer. There is a constant C depending only on G 
and n, and not on the given weights ai in C × such that there are at most C 
projective points (xl : x2 : ... : xn) in (n - 1)-dimensional projective space 
pn- I (G  ) satisfying the non-degenerate weighted relation 
a lx  1 + . . .  +anXn=O.  
Applying the Lemma to alx I + ... + anX n + ( -  or)- 1 = 0 gives: 
COROLLARY (Evertse and Gy6ry [2]). Let G be a finitely generated subgroup 
o f  C × and let n be a positive integer. There is a constant C' depending only on 
G and n, and not on the given weights ai in C x such that each a in C × has at 
most C" non-degenerate weighted representations 
Ot = ~ aig i
i=1 
in elements gl .. . . .  gn o f  G. 
REMARK. One may reformulate the Lemma so that it asserts that there is a set 
W o f  elements o f  G, o f  cardinality not exceeding nC so that every solution 
(gl, g2 ... . .  gn) o f  the non-degenerate weighted relation 
algl + "" +angn=O 
over G satisfies gi = wig with w i E W and g ~ G, for  i = 1,2 ... . .  n. 
The Lemma and its Corollary are remarkable applications of the p-analogue 
of the Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt method and are improvements of results 
obtained by van der Poorten and Schlickewei (in manuscript only, [4]) and, 
independently, by Evertse [1]. The critical refinement is that the number of 
representations does not depend on the given weights. 
THEOREM. Let J be a f inite set. Let Gj, j ~ J be finitely generated subgroups 
o f  C × and let n(j), j e J  be positive integers. Write 
H= N cj. 
j~ J  
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Suppose that, for each j ~ J, a in C x has a non-degenerate weighted repre- 
sentation 
n(j) 
(1) a= ~ aijgij 
i= I  
in elements gig of Gj and with given weights aij in C ×. Set 
~= N {/3 eC× :13= 2 aijgij with gijEG} andIc{1,Z, . . . ,n( j )}}.  
j~d i~l 
(i) For each j e J there is a finite subset Wj of Gj, with cardinality bounded 
above by a constant depending only on the Gj and the n(j), and not on the 
given weights aij, so that 
gij = wij hij with wij ~ Wj and hij ~ H for i = 1,2 ..... n(j). 
I f  H is finite (thus, a finite group of  roots of unity), then there are only finitely 
many possibilities for the gift so if  H is finite then there are only finitely many 
possibilities for a. 
(ii) There is a finite subset W of ~, with cardinality bounded above by a 
constant depending only on the Gj and the n(j), and not on the given weights 
a 6, so that the representations (1) of a have a common contraction 
a= ~ wkh k with the w k~ W and the h k~H. 
k=l  
Part (i) incorporates a remark of [3] dealing with the case I J [=2, 
G1 fq G2 = { 1 } and the given weights all equal to 1. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In the sequel, whenever we refer to a finite set we imply, without explicit 
mention, that its cardinality depends only on the given multiplicative groups 
and the lengths of the given non-degenerate w ighted representations over those 
groups, and not on the weights appearing in those representations. 
We proceed by induction on the number of multiplicative subgroups of C x , 
noting that if that number is 1 then the Theorem is trivial. It will be notationally 
convenient to suppose the truth of the Theorem for all cases where the number 
of multiplicative subgroups and corresponding non-degenerate weighted 
representations of a is less than or equal to ]J]. 
Let G be a subgroup of C × and let n be a positive integer. Suppose that a 
has an additional non-degenerate w ighted representation 
t~ = ~.. a ig  i 
i=1  
with given weights ai in C x and the gi in G. By part (i) we have, for each j ~ J, 
finitely many equations 
n~j') 
Or= 2 aijwijhij= ~ aigi with wi}~ Wj and hijEH. 
i=1  i=1 
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The obvious weighted relations we obtain need not be non-degenerate, but 
plainly we do for each relation have a finite set, with its number bounded above 
in terms of the n(j) and n, of non-degenerate w ighted relations of the shape 
(2) ~ aijwijhij- ~ aigi=O, 
i~l j  i~ l  
with their Ij each non-empty and providing a partition of {1 ..... n(j)} and 
their I each non-empty and providing a partition of { 1, ..., n}. By the Lemma 
there are only finitely many solutions of (2) which are projectively distinct. 
Hence there are finite subsets UIj, j of H and V I of G so that h 0 = l l i j  h[j with 
uije Uij, j and gi=oih'ij with vie VI. Since hij/ui jeH and gi/oieG, we con- 
clude that h[s e HN G for all i and j. 
Collecting these results yields, for each j e J, a finite subset Uj of Gj and a 
finite subset V of G so that the given non-degenerate w ighted representations 
entail that 
t __  ! gij=(uOwij)hij for j e J  and gi-oihij, 
with uijwije Uj, vie V and hljeHf"lG for i= 1,2 ..... n(j). But this completes 
the inductive step from l J[ to [Jt + 1 proving part (i) of the Theorem. 
Similarly, in proving part (ii) of the Theorem, we arrive at finitely many sets 
of non-degenerate w ighted relations of the shape 
wkhk- ~ aigi=O, 
k~K i~l  
with their K each non-empty and providing a partition of {I .... .  m} and their 
I each non-empty and providing a partition of { 1 .... , n}. As observed above, 
it is plain that the number of admissible (K, I) is finite in the required sense. 
Then there are finite subsets U K of H and IIi of G so that hk = ukhk and 
gi=oih'K with uke UK, vie V1 and hkeHOG.  Thus for each Kc_ {1 ..... m} 
we have equations 
WkU k= ~ aioi = WK,  say. 
k~K i~I  
Setting 
, -~'=,~N{f lEC x : f l= ~ aio i with oiEG and 1___{1,2 .. . . .  n}} 
i,~ l 
we see that the w K belong to a finite subset W' of ~ '  and that 
a= E wKh'K 
K 
provides a common contraction for the given I J t+ 1 non-degenerate w ighted 
representations. Thus we have completed the inductive step, proving part (ii) 
of the Theorem. 
We are grateful to Evertse and Gy6ry for allowing us to use their unpublished 
results and wish to thank the referee for suggesting a reformulation of our 
arguments. 
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